A THRACIAN THALASSOCRACY?
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Almost every visitor, I suppose, of the Archaeological Museum at Sozopol (Bulgaria)—ancient Apollonia Pontica—is bound to notice the museum’s collection of anchors. Rather flat pieces of stone pierced by one or up to three holes (Fig. 1) seem to be the eldest type, also known from other sites inside and outside Bulgaria, like the Bronze Age temple of Byblos. A number of these anchors has also been found near Cyprus, inscribed with Cypro-Minoan signs: they have been dated between 1400 and 1200 BC1. Later on, we observe the reduction of weight—in combination with a better designed type—of the anchor. The weight was concentrated in the stock, while the rest of the anchor was, most probably, made of wood (Fig. 2). We may discern, then, typologically after the flat stones the stone-stocked anchors and the lead-stocked anchors. In a—not published—M.A. thesis Douglas Haldane2 has proposed a typology of wooden anchors, based on historical and archaeological evidence (Fig. 3). By the way, Sozopol’s device (Fig. 4) represents an early stone-stocked anchor3.

Not the fact that almost all types of anchors—though relatively a larger number of stone and stone-stocked and earlier types of lead-stocked—can be found at Sozopol is surprising, but the quantity. After all, Thracians did not go out at sea—at least not in historical times—according to the general opinion4. Or did they?

In Eusebius’ Chronicle we find a list of so-called thalassocracies.

taken from Diodorus Siculus. It is according to Myres, ... a mutilated but genuine document of approximately Periclean date ...”. Though his arguments for this view were questioned by Fotheringham, who did not regard the list of any great historical value, Myres maintained that the list was essentially from the fifth century BC. The importance for us of this list lies in the mentioning of the Thracians as rulers of the sea during 79 years: from 879-800 BC, according to Myres, from 995-916 according to Fotheringham. Miller supposes that the lists indicate that there were two successive Thracian thalassocracies, one of the Thracians in Europe during 19 years, followed by one of 79 years of Thracians from Asia: she dates the total of Thracian thalassocracy from 998-900 BC. All these dates are calculated from the fall of Troy, dated at 1184/3. A. Foll even dates the Thracian supremacy between the 12th and 11th century BC, unfortunately without giving evidence for his view. Though the list is focused on the eastern Mediterranean world, and omits e.g. the Pontus, it is worth while to examine the classical sources to see whether they give any information that might confirm a Thracian thalassocracy.

The earliest source that connects Thracians and seafaring is Homer. In the Iliad is mentioned that Iphidamas, son of Antenor, came to help Troy with twelve ships, which he left behind at Percote (in the northernmost part of the Hellespont on the Asian side).

Diodorus Siculus relates how a group of Thracians raided the Cycladic islands and mainland Greece from an island that they had occupied as their basis, Strongyle, later Naxos. Due to the context,
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Theseus and Ariadne are said to have visited the island of Naxos, the Thracian raids should be dated well in the heroic age.

Though Myres\textsuperscript{17} indicates that Thracian thalassocracy is also attested by Strabo\textsuperscript{18}, these passages give no single direct indication that the Thracian activities mentioned there are in some way or another connected with a dominance at sea. Looking at the possible evidence of the Greek sources for a Thracian thalassocracy I presume that we may safely conclude that this evidence looks rather faint. We might even say that the idea of a Thracian thalassocracy seems somewhat obscured\textsuperscript{19}, though we have no reason at all to abolish it, yet. Ere we can do such a thing, we have to go somewhat further. We must remember that generally the interest of the Greeks in their neighbours was rather limited and superficial if Greece was not involved more or less directly—and this attitude is reflected by the majority of Greek writers. Therefore, we must look whether from other fields, in this case archaeology, additional information may be gathered. The problem here is that, as far as I know, few archaeological finds exist from the Aegean or Marmora seas connecting unambiguously Thracians with the sea or seafaring, in spite of the fact that a lot of archaeological fieldwork has been carried through: unfortunately (for us) it concerns more or less exclusively the Greek settlements in Thrace\textsuperscript{20}.

There have, however, been some finds that give us something to go on. Firstly anchors. Not the anchors at Sozopol, but anchors found at Lithoporos, 15 km S.W. of Serrhai (modern Siris). According to D. Samsaris\textsuperscript{21}: “il est toutefois probable que les indigènes aient utilisé ce type d’ancre avant la colonisation du littoral égéen de la Thrace par les grecs, c’est-à-dire à la fin du II\textsuperscript{e} millénaire ou au début du Ier millénaire av. n. è.” Though these anchors were found rather far from the coast it seems that the ships that carried them were not only used for fluvial navigation but for the sea as well\textsuperscript{22}. Archaeological finds also show that the Thracian tribe of the Edones (which is mentioned by
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Thucydides\textsuperscript{23}) was a tribe with maritime traditions, showed by their occupation of Thasos and the foundation of Antisara, modern Kalamitsa\textsuperscript{24} (Fig. 5).

In fact, we have a methodological problem. We have a testimony of a Thracian thalassocracy, that can not be confirmed beyond doubt by other literary sources, except one that would date it in the Late Helladic period (by the way in agreement with Fol’s opinion, quoted above). On the other hand we have, I admit a rather limited amount of, archaeological evidence that might defend the rightness of the assumption of a Thracian thalassocracy in the Aegean in the transitional period of the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age. Anyway, taken together, it seems to be too much of evidence to discredit Eusebius’ list. If we look at the proposed dates for the Thracian thalassocracy we see that—if any—it should be dated somewhere between the 12th and 9th centuries BC. Personally, I am inclined to support a date about the beginning of the 12th century BC, both because of the context of the—faint—literary evidence and the archaeological materials, including the parallel with the anchors from Byblos and especially Cyprus.

An extra complication is that since the serious beginning of maritime and underwater archaeological research after World War II very few finds from these periods have ever been made: the Cape Gelidonya wreck (near Antalya, Turkey) and the 14th century BC wreck at Kas (near Bodrum, Turkey) of course being the most notable exceptions\textsuperscript{25}. Perhaps an observation on the anchors found in the Pontus may still give somewhat more clarity.

In the early eighties of this century the stone anchors and the stonestocks found on the Bulgarian coasts of the Pontus have been examined\textsuperscript{26}. In the report is stated that 139 out of 150 investigated stone anchors were made of stone occurring in Bulgaria and that for 122 of them it is absolutely certain that they were made of “local” material. Only 11 anchors were demonstrably made of stone not occurring in Bulgaria\textsuperscript{27}. This observation led to the conclusion that the numbers show that the coast between Nessebar and Michurin was a center for
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large-scale fabrication of stone anchors during a long period\textsuperscript{28}; consequently, it also must have been a centre of seafaring in those days.

Quite different is the situation with the stone-stocks. The majority of stocks is made of stones not occurring in Bulgaria and must be considered as allochthonous\textsuperscript{29}. As for lead-stocks, no research in this field e.g. by spectro-analysis has been carried through in Bulgaria at the time being\textsuperscript{30}.

It is tempting to combine these data with the results of the review of evidence for the Aegean on Eusebius’ list. Bearing in mind the chronology of anchors we may suppose that, from the Late Bronze Age to about the eighth or seventh century BC, probably with emphasis on the earlier period, Thracians have frequently sailed the sea, but gradually left this activity to other people, like the Greeks. The introduction in the area of Apollonia Pontica of the stone-stocked anchor and the chronology of this type of anchor fit neatly with the presumed date of the foundation of Apollonia Pontica by Milesians, about 610 BC\textsuperscript{31}. Whether the Thracians have—at any time during that given period—gained a real thalassocracy, in the Aegean or in the Pontus, will remain an open question until more evidence is available. Until then, we have no reason at all to doubt Eusebius’ list as far as the Thracians are concerned.
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Fig. 1. Some stone anchors from the Sozopol Archaeological Museum.

Fig. 2. Proposed reconstruction of stone-stocked anchor, after G. Kapitän, "On Stone Stocked Greek Anchors as Found in Thracia Pontica: Suggested Reconstruction of their Wooden Parts", *Thracia Pontica* 1 (1982), p. 290-300, figs. 5, 6 and 7.
Fig. 3. Haldane's typology and chronology, from Haldane, op. cit., p. 4 and p. 13, figs. 1 and 5.

Fig. 4. Sozopol's device from an early coin from Apollonia Pontica, 5th century BC, Archaeological Museum at Sozopol.
Fig. 5. Thrace and the Aegean: location of sites mentioned in the text.  